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Taxes versus charges
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• Charges:

• Levied for services and functions which are provided, directly related 

to, or ultimately beneficial for, civil aviation operations;

• Charges reflect the underlying costs of providing services and 

infrastructure.

• Taxes:

• A tax is a levy that is designed to raise national or local government 

revenues;

• Taxes are not applied on a cost-specific basis.



A highly heavily taxed mode of international 

transport
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• Even though the ICAO Council recommends that states “refrain from 

imposing charges which discriminate against international civil aviation in 

relation to other modes of international transport” (Doc 9082, Section I, 

Paragraph 2 ii), international civil aviation remains heavily exposed to 

taxation;

• Other modes of transport are heavily subsidized



Aviation benefits
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Source: Aviation Benefits Beyond Border 

by ATAG (2018)
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• Global growth to slow to in 2019

• Moderating global trade and investment

• Protectionism; heightened trade tensions

• Tightening of financing and credit

• Lost momentum in some major emerging 
markets



Case study: LAC Region 
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- SEO Amsterdam Economics:  Economic benefit of reducing taxes in Latin America and the Caribbean
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- SEO Amsterdam Economics:  Economic benefit of reducing taxes in Latin America and the Caribbean



Case: the Air Passenger Duty (APD) of the UK
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Policy implications
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• ACI urges States to uphold and actively support the implementation of ICAO 

resolutions on the taxation of international air transport (Doc. 8632: ICAO’s 

Policies on Taxation in the Field of International Air Transport);

• ACI urges all States to impose levies only to recover the costs of providing 

services and functions which directly relate to and benefit civil aviation 

operations;

• Taxes on international air transport services should only be levied in a 

justifiable, equitable and non-discriminatory manner.

• Taxation can possibly distort competition between airports located in different 

countries and between modes of transports




